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ABSTRACT 

This is a management research project which was carried out with 

three (3) key objectives, namely, 

• To identify the extent of diversification within East Africa 

Building Society, 

• The factors that influence the pursuit of the related 

diversification strategy 

• Why the EABS wants to move to the main stream of banking. 

It is a case study whose respondents comprised the Chief 

Executive of the EABS,the Chief Executives of its sister companies 

within the EABS holdings and the marketing managers. Primary 

data was collected using personal interview guide whereas 

secondary data was collected from the company's periodicals. 

Content analysis method was applied for the data analysis. 

The research findings were that-: 

It has diversified into both financial and real estate sectors. 

Reasons for these were due to support the parent firm's core 

objectives of mortgage financing and housing development. 
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The key factors which have influenced their pursuit of related 

diversification move were that they wanted to remain competitive 

and turn into "one stop shop" where they could satisfy all their 

customers' needs as well as maintain their relative market share. 

Also they wanted to share and transfer key resources within their 

SBUs, others cited included the synergy effects, firm's strategic 

intent, and to try to spread its risks as well as putting their excess 

financial resources into viable ventures. 

Their move into the banking sector from their ma1n stream 

mortgage sector is due to the competitive environment into which 

they are operating in. It was found out that EABS is registered 

under the Society's Act which has hindered it in terms of the 

clearing procedures at the central bank, a factor they now think 

they can overcome by entering into the banking sector and also 

due to the fact that their capital base has over grown and 

surpassed the central bank requirement. Also change of their 

target market, a fact they think can well be met by shifting to a 

commercial bank. Finally, insiders pointed out that they are 
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actually divesturing one of its SBUs which has failed to perform to 

their expectation. 

With these strategic moves, EABS is seen to have taken the 

necessary proactive strategy of related diversification which has in 

deed placed it in the upper hand in the entire mortgage industry in 

the country. Further, it was revealed that the EABS supports its 

sister companies especially in both finance and resources of which 

this has boosted their operations within their respective industries. 

Recommendations for the policy and practice are that the 

centralised decision making process and the management style 

within the EABS Group were cited to have hindered the 

effectiveness of the single SBUs which need to be set free to 

compete effectively. It is also the high time the management of the 

EABS realised the importance of recruiting and maintaining high 

qualified staffs from all the races. Finally each of the SBUs should 

be allowed to set up a research and development departments to 
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enable them read the market signals early in advance and set the 

necessary proactive strategies. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION. 

1.1 Background. 

There is no firm which can afford every thing it would like to 

do. Resources need to be allocated in the most efficient form in 

order to guarantee maximum returns to all the stake holders. 

For tills reason, there is the need of strategy. The essence of 

strategy is to allocate resources to those areas that have the 

greatest future potential Qones 1973).A diversified firm's 

business portfolio needs to begin with a clear identification of 

its diversification strategy. Improving the long term financial 

performance of a diversified firm entails giving priority to 

investments in business with good to excellent prospects and 

investing minimally if at all in business with sub par prospects. 

Diversification strategy is said to take place whenever a firm 

changes the market it serves and or the technology it uses and 

or geographic location on which it does business. 



Diversification Strategy involves the directions of development, 

which take the organisation away from its present markets and 

its present products at the same time. Qohnson and Scholes 

2002). It is usually initiated when growth opportunities 

dwindle in the company's present business. 

Diversification falls under two broad headings-: 

Related and Unrelated diversification. Related diversification 

is development of a firm beyond the present product and 

market, but still within the broad confines of the 'industry' (that 

is, value chain) in which a company operates. Unrelated 

diversification is where the organisation moves beyond the 

confines of its current industry. Synergy is the most common 

reason for both related and unrelated diversification to happen. 

Potentially synergy can happen, when two or more products or 

services combine to complement each other to the extent that, 

the two services added together have an effect that they become 
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stronger than the sum. The approach here is to venture into 

"any business in which we think we can make a profit" . Firms 

pursuing unrelated diversification are often referred to as 

conglomerates. 

On the other hand, related diversification involves diversifying 

into businesses whose value chains possess competitively 

valuable "strategic fits" within the value chain(s) of the present 

business (es). Capturing the "strategic fits" makes the related 

diversification a 2 + 2 = 5 phenomenon. This may involve 

sharing of sales force, advertising and distribution activities, 

exploiting closely related technologies, transferring know-how 

together with brand name and expertise from one business to 

another, reputation to a new product or service and finally 

acquiring new businesses to uniquely help firm's position in 

existing businesses. 
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1.2 The Mortgage industry in Kenya 

Since independence from Britain in 1963, Kenya has enjoyed 

relative political and economic stability. It has one of the 

highest GDPs in the region. However, the country faces several 

challenges in its own housing structure. Most poor Kenyans 

want to have a home of their own. However, their ability to 

take the first step towards achieving this dream of acquiring a 

plot of land is extremely limited due to three interrelated 

factors-: high cost of available land, obstacles to affordable 

alternatives (such as communal ownership or subdividing), and 

strong controls on squatting. The existing financial services 

legislation and regulation in Kenya, whilst intended to ensure 

financial discipline, imposes unnecessary requirements. 

Commercial banks are permitted to lend to developers over 

two to three years to allow them to get through the construction 

phase. Mortgage companies (EABS) and building societies are 
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permitted to provide long-term mortgage loans to individuals 

to purchase units from developers or less commonly, to build 

their own complete units. The problem with these regulations is 

that it has reduced access to financial services, rather than 

protecting the interests of the public. This has had a net impact 

to the mortgage firms themselves who do not make profits, as 

they shou]d be doing hence the need to adapt strategies geared 

at giving them profits. 

1.3 History and status of the EABS 

The prehistory of EABS dates back in 1959, when its founder 

Lalji Pandit set up a 'small saving society', which attracted 

funds from his close allies with an aim of building houses. The 

rapid urbanization and limited housing stock in Kenya places 

an enormous strain on an already stretched urban 

infrastructure, housing stock, and services, and resulting in the 

proliferation of informal housing settlements. Nairobi, Kenya's 
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capital and largest city comprises of a quarter of the country's 

urban population hence the need of a permanent housing 

solution. 

The housing facility being an important role in the economy 

has attracted a lot of interest from both the private sector 

through banks and other building societies and the 

Government through the Ministry of Lands and housing hence 

causing concern in the industry. EABS focuses on the provision 

of housing finance to the middle income people as evidenced 

by its upcoming estates such as the Fedha estate in Nairobi's 

southland and Lavington areas among others. It has three 

branches within the city centre whereas outside Nairobi it has 

established branches in the major towns such as in Thika, 

Kisumu, Eldoret and Mombasa. 
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The mortgage industry just like all other industries has not 

been spared by competition either and now different firms have 

thought to pursue different strategic responses to overcome 

competition and remain competitive. The firm has opted for 

related diversification strategy with an aim of overcoming 

competition. The related firms it has established and diversified 

into include-: 

Mercantile life and General Assurance Company Limited 

(MGL), which is specifically an insurer, which offers insurance 

facility to the properties (General) and the Life especially for 

the mortgage holders plus other insurance products. Akiba 

Bank Limited well known for offering loans to raise the so 

called down payment to the mortgage borrowers as well as 

premium financing to the insurance firm. Kalapi Insurance 

Brokers which aims at giving specialised tailor made 

information to a range of the clientele who are interested in 

purchasing of the insurance products and finally the Tala 
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Investments and Fedha Management firms whose major aim is 

to manage basically the properties of EABS and invest them in 

a sound manner. 

Fred (1989) did discuss some of the strategies a firm can use to 

respond to the increased turbulence in the environment. These 

include diversification and or intensive marketing among 

others. Thuo (2003) in his study on diversification strategy, case 

for Nation Media Group did note that diversification is not the 

only factor, which is responsible for the good performance of 

the individual strategic units, but there exists other factors, 

which are responsible for this. These factors are diverse and 

depend from one firm to another. It can thus be argued that 

different firms have the ability of achieving superior 

performances if they embark on different strategies, which their 

competitors seem not to have or are not better in them. The 

related diversification strategy, which the EABS has taken, is 

/ 
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bound to place it at a far-reaching position unlike other firms, 

which have never thought of pursuing such a form of strategy. 

1.4 Statement of the problem. 

Today' s dynamic markets and technologies have called into the 

question of the sustainability of the competitive advantage. 

Under the pressure to improve quality, productivity and 

spread the risk, managers have embraced on different tools such 

as the Total Quality Management (TQM), Benchmarking and 

Re-engineering. These have led to dramatic operational 

improvements but as managers' push to improve on all the 

formats, they move further away from the viable competitive 

position. This calls for the adoption of a strategy, which can help 

the firm to attain and sustain a competitive advantage within its 

industry of operation. 
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Firms will tend to diversify in order to gain a competitive 

advantage and at the same time overcome the environmental 

turbulence. Related diversification, which is based on 

interrelationships when pursued, leads to greater added 

advantage (Porter, 1985). Any diversification move must pass 

the test of structural attractiveness and of course give the 

shareholders their value in the shortest time possible. Earlier 

studies have tended to emphasis on how different 

organisations have attained competitive advantage through 

application of different strategic options such as market 

differentiation, and strategic planning as highlighted in the 

likes of Kibiru (1999) and Hapisu (2003) respectively. Little has 

been brought up on the logic of related diversification as a 

strategy which firms may opt for in an attempt of remaining 

competitive. 
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Further, there has been a problem on the results of the earlier 

studies conducted which tend to emphasise on the cross 

sectional research design. Most recent researches are based on 

large manufacturing Kenyan firms leaving the single or the 

individual service firms hence this leads to the generalisation of 

the results derived there from. This then calls for the need to 

adapt the case study design that examines a one single study unit 

within the Kenyan service sector. This will eventually provide us 

with getting in-depth information about the subject matter of the 

study. It will also generate reasonably consistent and 

interpretable findings in this area of diversification. 

Despite the various considerable academic efforts during the 

last decades on the areas of diversification, there are still many 

unanswered questions about how and whether related 

diversification strategy can lead to superior results as opposed 

to unrelated diversification. To add on, much has been written 
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about focusing on the core competencies and responses which 

firms may opt for in an attempt to overcome the environmental 

turbulences. Diversification has offered few analytical 

techniques that can be used to attain competitive advantage or 

even overcome the environmental turbulence and those that 

have emerged lack breath and comprehensive. It is in 

justification of this that Costas Markides in the Harvard 

Business Review article argues that companies may overlook a 

significant growth opportunity by abandoning the 

diversification moves hence there is always a need to take it 

seriously. 

Thuo (2003) recently highlighted the diversification strategy. 

The goal of this paper, however, is not to replicate him on his 

study with a different study period. It will cover a number of 

issues not addressed in his study, such as the factors that 

influence the diversification strategy which occupies a large 
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place 1n the diversification literature (Chandler, 1962; 

Williamson, 1975). We will also focus our attention to the 

evolution of the firm's diversification posture, especially the 

relatedness of its constituent businesses. It is often argued that 

for diversification to create value, the firm must keep the 

relatedness (coherence) of its business high. It is in attempt to 

prevail the above noted problems that the study aimed to 

achieve the under noted objectives. 

1.5 Objectives of the study. 

Basically the study aimed to attain the following three key 

objective:-

To determine the extent of diversification strategy within the 

EABS. Investigate the factors that have influenced the pursuit 

of the related diversification Strategy and establish why EABS 

wants to move to the main stream of banking from the 

mortgage stream. 
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1.6 Importance of the study 

This study will be important to the following groups of 

people-: The stakeholders and more so the shareholders 

especially in pursuit of their investment plan and also in 

determination of which SBUs to promote and or support on 

one side and those to divestiture on the other side. The 

managers who are already in the organisation will find the 

study to be useful as they strive to attain the competitive 

advantage of their individual firms while holding in mind 

their corporate objectives. 

To the scholars and academia interested in the business 

studies. It will act as an important source of knowledge and 

additional information and stimulate a further research study 

in the responses and even replication of the same in an 

attempt to overcome the limitations and questions, which 

were encountered herein. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW. 

2.1 Diversification Strategy 

Diversification as one of the competitive strategies a firm may 

opt for refers to directions of development, which take the 

organisation from its present markets and its present products 

at the same time. Gohnson and Scholes 2002). It addresses two 

basic strategic questions, namely, which product markets should 

the firm enter and how should the company enter these products 

to avoid failure and maximise returns. It is a corporate level 

strategy, which is based on the task of crafting, and 

implementing action plans to improve on the attractiveness and 

competitive strategies of a company's business unit portfolio. 

Further, it is seen as a means of widening a firm's stock of 

assets and skills by expanding the perimeter of value action, 

which it participates in. Best diversification is one, which 
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reinforces the firms existing resources and strengths as well as 

creating the basis for new ones (Porter, 1996). 

It involves taking steps such as what moves to use to enter new 

businesses, initiate actions to boost combined performance of 

businesses, find ways to capture synergy among related 

business units and establish investment priorities and steer 

resources into most attractive business units. Kasters (1993) 

observed that diversification is seen to be a negative strategy 

for the diversifiers are known to be always running away from 

one thing to another which they believe in the long run will 

lead to a competitive advantage. 

Research on the diversification-performance link suggests 

several pitfalls we should try to avoid. One is the effect of 

firm's industry affiliation on diversification. It is known that 

firms in different industries have different propensities to 

diversify due to various industry traits (e.g. Lemelin, 1982; 
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Montgomery and Hariharan, 1991). Montgomery (1985) shows 

that such industry-level heterogeneity in diversification 

behaviour obscures the effects of diversification and industry 

on performance. In addition, research on the diversification 

discount, such as Campa and Kedia (2002) and Villalonga 

(2004a), demonstrates that treating diversification as exogenous 

in the analysis of firm value is misleading because there are 

factors affecting firm value and diversification simultaneously. 

There is no reason to expect that our analysis is immune to this 

endogeneity problem. 

Analysing the Kenyan examples, there are evidences that the 

key performing organisations have tended to diversify in the 

related areas. For example, the First Chartered Securities Group 

(FCS), which has diversified into insurance, reinsurance, 
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brokerage and banking businesses has turned out to be the 

leading financial provider in the country. Further, the CFC 

group has also danced to the same tune by diversifying into 

related areas as evidenced in the insurance, financial services, 

bank and of course the CMC motor assemblers. This has in turn 

given them a strong financial base as evidenced by the 

purchase of the Giant Alico Kenya Life fund. The EABS'S 

major competitor, which is Investment and Mortgage (I &M) 

has not been left behind as evidenced by the setting of 

Insurance company, the General Accident (G.A) and 

Investment Insurance Brokers. 

Organisations are thus cautioned to take into considerations all 

the environmental factors within their operations and attempt 

to adapt their activities and internal configuration to reflect the 

new external realities. One may wonder on to why a firm may 

think of or opt to pursue the diversification strategy in general. 
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(Ansoff and McDonnell 1990) responds to this by suggesting 

three key reasons for doing this. This includes-: Their objectives 

cannot be achieved by continuing to operate in the existing 

markets. Also there appears to be greater opportunities 

presented to the firm in the new markets areas than they accrue 

from its existing activities. Finally a business tends to have 

excess financial resources beyond those necessary to satisfy its 

expansion plans in its existing plans hence it sees it fit to invest 

these resources in new markets rather than retaining them in 

liquid cash. 

Various problems have been cited to the diversification options, 

which are taken by different firms as noted by Johnson and 

Scholes (2002). These include among others-: Lack of the firms 

having a clear set up diversification strategy. This is attributed 

to the fact that a lot of firms have tended to pick up strategic 

management just on the way and they do not have established 
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departments for pursuing it. Moreover, most of them tend to 

pursue the related diversification strategy because their 

competitors have done so. Thus they tend to imitate their 

competitor's strategy but when it comes to implementation 

part, they fail terribly. 

Further, Management more often than not appears to be 

somehow optimistic in respect of its ability to manage varied 

interests or insufficiently well prepared for the differences 

between the new venture that it undertakes and the condition 

on its principal market. In this regard, the managers will tend 

to stick to the status quo and will not give full attention to the 

new ventures as proposed by the parent or the holding firm. 

Moreover, the management are a bit over-optimistic regarding 

the rate at which the diversified interest will generate profits. 

There also occur problems of adopting uncritical, passive 

attitudes to the management of the varied interests. While 
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diversification is fine as the matter of abstract principle, it can 

result in so many different eggs in one basket that nothing 

really significant is hatched out of them Gohnson and Scholes 

2002). 

The above experiences do suggest that companies undertaking 

diversification should only do so only in the context of explicit 

policy regarding what the objectives of such a strategy should 

be. Peterson and Watermann (1982) suggested that companies 

should try to 'stick to the knitting' as they pursue their 

diversification strategy. 

2.2 Types of diversification 

Johnson and Scholes (2002) have highlighted the different 

diversification options available for most organisations. They 

include-: Strategies for entering new industries, related 

diversification strategies, unrelated diversification strategies, 

divestiture and liquidation strategies, corporate tum around, 
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retrenchment and restructuring strategies and of course the 

multinational diversification strategies. For the purposes of this 

project, we shall only discuss the related diversification 

strategy. 

2.3 Related Diversification Strategy. 

Related diversification refers to where the firm develops 

beyond its present products and markets but still within the 

confines of its industry. Chandler (1962) noted that firms with 

product or market orientation tended to diversify into related 

products and related markets whereas those with technological 

orientation moved into diverse products and markets with 

related technology. Closely associated with this is the unrelated 

diversification which refers to diversifying into businesses with 

no meaningful value chain relationships and no unifying 

strategic theme. 
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Two notable issues of the related diversification are linked and 

constrained diversification. The constrained diversification 

refers to the case where the firm diversifies into industries that 

are all related through its core business serving as the main 

provider of sharable resources. Honda's diversification from 

motorcycles into automobiles and other products, such marine 

engines and generators, is a prime example. On the other hand, 

in the linked diversification, a firm increases its industry scope 

sequentially, leveraging resources acquired through the process 

of diversification, not necessarily those the firm had in the core 

at the onset of diversification. Canon is a good example. It is 

argued that in related diversification there is the possibility of 

resource sharing, however, is not limitless. 

From the foregoing, it is clear that the effectiveness of resource 

sharing increases with the similarity of industries a firm has in 
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its business portfolio. Reasons as to why a firm may opt to 

pursue the related diversification strategy are many but the 

most ones could be because of control of supplies quality and 

quantity, markets, access of information, building on the core 

competencies, spreading of risks and of course resource 

utilisation. It is the industry competition that indeed forms the 

basis for the persuasion of any diversification strategy (Porter, 

1985). Porter adds that the business potential and the valuable 

type of relatedness in diversification is a crucial component of 

overcoming key entry barriers. 

2.4 Competitive Strategy 

Competitive strategy in diversification concerns itself on how 

to create competitive advantage in each of the SBU. It is 

normally governed by two (2) key questions. Namely, what 

business should the corporate be in and how should the 
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corporate manage them? Competitions occur in the SBUs. The 

competitive strategy should aim at nurturing the success of 

each SBU as it strives to add value to the SBU by providing 

tangible benefits that offset the inherent costs of lost 

independence and shareholders by diversifying in a way that is 

difficult to replicate (Porter, 1996) 

Competitive advantage of a firm refers to the ability to perform 

in one or more ways than those, which the competitors cannot 

or will not match (Kotler 1997). Porter (1980) adds that 

competitive advantage refers to creating a position in the 

market industry that can be sustainable in a long time. 

Sustainable competitive advantage is achieved by continuously 

developing the existing and new capabilities in the response to 

a rapidly changing environment. The issue of gaining a 

competitive advantage through the related diversification 

strategy is seen in the evaluation of how to add capacity to 
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further the objectives of the firm in order to improve its 

competitive position or market share and avoid industry over 

capacity. Organisations will tend to take various strategies 

aimed at giving them an added advantage in all what they do. 

The early literature on diversification asserts that diversified 

firms can employ a number of mechanisms to create and 

exploit market power advantages, tools that are largely 

unavailable to their more focused counterparts (Caves, 1981; 

McCutcheon, 1991; Scherer, 1980; Sobel, 1984). Whereas related 

diversification in itself is not a sure guarantee of gaining 

competitive advantage, a firm may decide to pursue it for the 

synergy effects. This in mind then may be one among the 

reasons why firms may attain a competitive advantage in their 
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industries compared to their competitors who have not thought 

of pursuing a related diversification at all. 

2.5 The Measurement of the Competitive Advantage. 

Some notable factors that indicate the various strengths of the 

SBUs and market attractiveness and also their strength 

compared with their competitors include-: 

The market share and the competitive position which that 

particular SBU tends to enjoy. The sales force and the 

marketing team of the particular SBU. Its financial resources 

coupled with strong managerial competence. There follows of 

course the manufacturing, distribution and the research and 

development within a given firm. Not forgetting the key 

indicators of any market attractiveness such as the market size, 

market growth and the cyclically of the industry's' Competitive 

structure and barriers of entry. Industry profitability, 
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technology and of course the inflation and workforce available. 

All these might be summarised by what Pearce and Robinson 

(1997) term as the Porter's five forces of the industry model. 

Johnson and Scholes (2002) pointed out that this can be 

achieved by considering issues such as-: The competitive 

environment in which the firm operates, the principle products 

which are valued by the customers, whether the business have 

those competencies which allow to deliver the desired 

competitive strategy and are they likely to offer sustainable 

advantage or can they be imitated? Finally are the constitutions 

placed upon the choice of the competitive strategy? 

2.6 Th e Strategic Business Units to en ter into. 

The Strategic Business Unit refers to a distinct business within 

the holding company that exercises a full mandate of its 
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operations and on which the parent company has set up some 

autonomy. Qohnson and Scholes 2002). It is supported in its 

initial years of operation by the parent company. In our case the 

EABS acts as the parent company while firms like the MGL, 

Akiba Bank, Kalapi Insurance Brokers and the Fedha 

Management acts as its Strategic Business Units. Wise 

diversification has its core as the search for the ways to build 

value and a sustained competitive advantage across the 

multiple business units. Too much diversification tends to 

diffuse a firm's focus. Rumelt (1974) in his writings discussed 

this and found out that companies that diversified into related 

business perfected tn their dominant business and 

outperformed the others who pursued unrelated or 

conglomerated modes. It is in line with these that business 

executives will thrive to pursue the related diversification 

strategy. 
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2.7 The Role of Parent Relationship to the SBUs. 

Key questions that a corporate strategy should address as 

pointed out by Johnson and Scholes (1997) are-: What is the 

strategic role of the corporate centre? This is basically 

concerned with how the corporate adds value to the business. It 

is strongly supported by the fact that the corporate parent is 

able to exercise better control and be more efficient at the 

resource allocation than the financial markets. In addition to 

these, they also have more assess to the internal information 

within their business that is not available to the external 

financial market analysts. 

In a different article Andrew Campbell, Michael Goold and 

Marcus Alex (1992) have pointed out that the parenting 

framework should be able to deal with questions such as what 

kind of business should a company own and what parenting 

approach 
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will give them the best performances from these businesses? 

They add that firms have their best chance of being successful 

at diversification if they capitalise on the existing relationship 

between their SBUs by having them transfer skills and share 

activities. 

Further, their decisions should basically be based on the terms 

of the allocation of resources, increasing or decreasing 

investments or changing of the management in cases of the 

poor performances. There should also be a benefit from the 

transfer of management and there must be synergies between 

the businesses in terms of the common usage of resources and 

so on. A well-managed firm should thus be able to add value to 

its Strategic Business Units. There exists different ways into 

which the corporate centre is claimed to add value as outlined 

by Johnson and Scholes (2002). 
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These are through-: Improving efficiency in their operations in 

order to enhance good returns to the stakeholders. Provision of 

expertise and services not available within the smaller units 

known to them. They also offer investments particularly during 

the early days of the new ventures. On the other hand they 

foster innovation through the management of knowledge 

creation process. Over and above they control risks, which the 

smaller Strategic Business Units inevitably run into and thus 

ease their problems created by the variety and the variability of 

demands from the costs. Finally they do set up standards, 

assess performance of individual SBUs and strive to improve 

their performances. 

Hamel and Prahalad (1987) did highlight the importance of the 

corporate holding firm having a clear strategic intent. They 

argued that it helps to galvanise motivation and enthusiasm 

throughout its other businesses by providing a sense of destiny 
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and discovery. In this regard, all the SBUs are strongly advised 

to try to follow or even abide to the corporate roles objectives 

and even support it in order to ensure that there is maximum 

return to their shareholders. Further, they are also advised to 

shun away from the activities that can cause or create conflict 

within them. The rationality of a corporate centre of a firm is 

that it adds value through its monitoring, protecting co

ordination and guidance roles, which it offers to the SBUs and 

especially if they are related. Performance increases as firms 

shift from single business strategies to related diversification, 

but performance decreases as firms change from related 

diversification to unrelated diversification. 

The proponents of having a corporate centre do argue that it 

indeed leads to destruction of the business value and that 

businesses would be better off on their own and subject to the 

market mechanisms Gohnson and Scholes 2002). They pose the 
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following arguments-: Adds costs within the bureaucratic 

mechanisms and hierarchies that delay decisions by creating a 

bureaucratic fog that hinders market responsiveness. Moreover, 

it is also not clear that the costs of these levels of management 

above the SBUs are offset by the benefits they provide. In 

addition, they buffer the executives in these businesses from the 

realities of financial markets by providing 'financial safety net' 

that is; the executives are not truly answerable for the 

performances of their business. Diversity and size of some 

corporations makes it very difficult to see what they are all 

about. Managers are challenged in that they seem to view the 

corporate centre as a vehicle for the empire building in which 

they only tend to grow the number and size of business for 

their personal motives. 

Then, there follows the question of what is the logic of the 

portfolio into which the corporate firm enters into? There is also 
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the question of control style and whether it is the most 

appropriate or not? Finally there comes up the question of 

whether related diversification, which the corporate parent 

enters into, is superior to unrelated diversification. 

2.8 The Resource Allocation in the SBUs. 

The resources within the SBUs need to be allocated in the most 

efficient manner in order to enhance competitiveness. The 

central theme in resources allocation rests on the way to 

capture the benefits of sharing. This works out perfectly well in 

the case of related Diversification. Costs should be shared 

within the SBUs and skills should also be transferred into the 

businesses with strategic fit. The primary issue in this 

controversy arises from concerns that related firms may not be 

able to exploit fully the relatedness designed into the portfolio 

of businesses. Markides and Williamson (1994) refer to this as 

if exaggerated relatedness," suggesting a "mirage effect" when 
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assessing apparent similarities between business units. They 

argue that related diversifiers will outperform their unrelated 

counterparts only to the degree that they are able to exploit 

relatedness "to create and accumulate new strategic assets more 

quickly and cheaply than competitors" (Markides and 

Williamson, 1994: 150). Simply amortizing existing assets via 

economies of scope the popular centrepiece of relatedness 

theory will yield short-term benefits at best. In the words of 

Shakespeare: "All that glisters is not gold." In addition to these 

concerns, Nayyar (1992) points out that the activities that are 

necessary to exploit relatedness lead to costs that partially blunt 

the benefits of that strategy. 

For example, the benefits of relatedness require a significant 

degree of co-operation among the involved business units. 

From a transaction costs perspective 0 ones and Hill, 1988; 

Williamson, 1985), this cannot be achieved without intrafirm 
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exchanges, which lead to inefficiencies resulting from 

governance costs (arising from co-ordination and integration 

demands), incentive degradation (as a result of agency effects), 

and bureaucratic distortions. Nayyar (1992) also mentions 

impediments to relatedness exploitation that result from a lack 

of communication between units, problems of allocating joint 

costs, incentive distortions generated from the intra firm 

competition. 

Johnson and Scholes (2002) observes that while strategic fit 

relationships can occur throughout the activity costs chain, they 

mostly fall into one of the three broad categories-: Market 

related fits, operating fit and the management fit. Market 

related fit occurs when the activity costs chain of different 

businesses overlap such that the products are used by the same 

customers, distributed similarly thus leading to great 
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economics of scale coupled with the ability to transfer firms 

reputation into other products. 

Operating fit on the other hand occurs when there is potential 

for cost sharing or skill transfer. They arise due to the ability to 

do things jointly rather than independently. Finally the 

management fit is pronounced in areas where the different 

SBUs are said to compose comparable types of entrepreneurial 

and administration styles thus allowing a managerial know 

how in one of the businesses to be transferred to another 

business. Competitive advantage achieved through these 

strategic fits among the different SBUs adds to the performance 

of the individual firms. It is this extra source of competitive 

advantage that allows any firm which has decided to diversify 

to use a 2+2=5 effect on shareholder value. 
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2.9 The conceptual model. 

Diversified firms will only appear to make sense if the 

managers in them can guarantee to their shareholders the 

worthiness of having taken the diversification strategy. This is 

normally noted if they can prove that there is an added 

advantage of pursuing the diversification strategy, which they 

choose to pursue as opposed to not taking it or any other form 

of strategy. In an attempt to realize our goal the following 

issues need to be investigated-: 

The role of the parent in a diversified firm and whether it adds 

or removes value within its SBUs. We shall also look at the 

extent of relatedness of the SBUs into which the parent firm 

enters into. It is believed that in related SBUs there are high 

chances of resource sharing and transfer of competences and 

therefore this could also be examined in details. Finally we shall 

also analyse the extent of rivalry among the SBUs and it is in 

regard to this that we shall be able to examine which ones to 
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support and the ones to divestiture. It is believed that these are 

the key pillars of the study and it is only in attempt to establish 

the way in which they influence the success of a diversified 

firm that a well conceptual framework shall be developed. 

2.10 Related Studies 

The recently completed studies on the organisations have had 

interesting results. Firms are constantly cautioned to match 

their capabilities to environmental requirements. Success 

therefore calls for a proactive approach to the business (Pearce 

and Robinson (1997). Kandie (2001) studied the strategic 

responses by the Telcom (K) in a competitive world. He found 

out that financial constraint and the lack of managerial 

empowerment had considerably limited the capacity to 

respond to the environment. Mutua (2004) on his study on the 

Responses of University of Nairobi to the environmental 

changes concluded that the greatest challenge was the 
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competition the institution was facing from the other local 

institutions. Thuo (2003) on his study in the diversification 

strategy 1n the Nation Media Group concluded that 

diversification was in deed a success irrespective of which area 

they entered into. 

From the highlights of the above studies, it is clearly 

demonstrated that as the environment which the organisations 

operate in keep on changing, firms will be forced to adopt the 

strategies which work to overcome the overall turbulence as 

they place themselves within a competitive edge in their 

industry of operation. All in all, it should be noted that 

environmental changes are not necessary for the worst. When 

proactive strategies are put in place such as the diversification 

strategy, they offer an exclusive basic investment opportunity 

and reinvestment climate. Firms like the EABS and others who 

have opted to pursue the related diversification strategy may 
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give us a hint on whether such a move has any positive impacts 

towards its performance in the ever-turbulent environment or 

not. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY. 

3.1 Research Design 

Due to the nature of the research problem, which proved itself 

more to be a qualitative type, it was studied by the use of the 

case stud y research design. A case study refers to a research 

design that is used when the why and the how questions are 

being posed, the researcher has got little control of the events 

and it focuses on the contemporary phenomenon with a real life 

context. 

It has been proposed to yield significant results as highlighted 

by the likes of Thuo (2003) in the diversification strategy withm 

the Nation Media Group. Further this being a qualitative 

research method its findings can best be analysed by the use of 

the case study method. 
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3.2 Data Collection. 

The study used multi sources of data. Both primary and 

secondary data were applied. The primarily data was collected 

by carrying out both structured and unstructured form of 

interview to the two (2) categories of people. 

First, through the personal in depth interview with the 

Managing Director of the EABS guided by the open ended 

interview guide (Appendix I). In addition the Chief Executive 

Officers (CEO) of each SBU were interviewed. It was believed 

that these are the people who are involved in the decision

making process within the firm and thus what they offered was 

considered to be of great importance to the study. Further, the 

marketing heads of the SBUs were also interviewed in an 

attempt to get a feel of how they go about the implementing the 

strategy as directed by the top management team. 
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Due to the nature of the study which is qualitative in nature, 

the unstructured interview guided by open ended question was 

adopted with an aim of probing to get to know the key 

advantages the firm possess by having opted for the related 

diversification strategy. 

Secondary data on the other side was collected from the firms' 

archives and the library material as authorised by the 

management. The financial statements of the EABS were 

considered in details to gauge the financial status of the firm 

together with those of its sister companies and of course the 

recent periodicals, which had some publication on the EABS or 

any of its subsidiaries. 

3.3 Data Analysis. 

The nature of data collected was qualitative in nature. This 

required the researcher to carry out an ongoing and iterative 
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(non linear process) analysis. The interim analysis was carried 

out which involved the cyclical process of collecting and 

analysing data during the research. When all was done the 

researcher proceeded to use the conceptual content analysis. 

Content analysis which the researcher used is a technique of 

making inferences by systematically and objectively identifying 

specified characteristics of messages and using the same 

approach to relate to trends. Researcher brings out the theme of 

study as highlighted from the context of what he collects. It 

deals with who says what, to whom, why, to what extend and 

with what effects. Analysis such as the literature criticisms, 

interpretations and even thematic coding were carried out in 

order to authentise and come up with a more comprehensive 

report. The approach applied was found to be conducive 

enough for it had been used in the similar studies by Thuo 

(2003) and Ongaro (2004). 
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The qualitative method was also used to uncover and 

understand what lies behind a phenomenon under the study. 

It assisted more in gaining quite some fresh material even in 

what was thought to be unknown. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS. 

4.1 Introduction. 

This chapter presents the findings of the data collected and its 

discussions. The study revolved around three key objectives 

viz-: 

a) The extent of diversification within the EABS 

b) The factors that have influenced the pursuit of the rela ted 

diversification strategy within the EABS. 

c) The reasons as to why the EABS wants to move from the 

main stream of mortgage to the banking stream. 

4.2 The organisational profile 

EABS has highly diversified into both the financial sector and 

mortgage sectors as noted by the firms it has established. 
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The researcher found as at inception (1959) the firm strictly 

operated under the housing development and mortgage 

financing sectors and only diversified within the real estate 

sectors. Its market capitalization stood at Kshs.SO,OOO,OOO/=. 

This made it to be the strongest building society within the 

region occupying virtually 80% on the market share of the 

building societies within the whole economy (Appendix 111 a). 

In a view of diversifying further it set up branches in the major 

towns in Kenya which include - Mombasa, Eldoret Thika and 

Kisumu . The twin roles of Mortgage financier and real estate 

developer by EABS itself and its affiliate property companies 

have no doubt made it to act as a one stop shop for both 

commercial and residential property for the potential owners. 

There is also the broader sectoral specialization that brings 

together the diverse but intertwined expertise for the purposes 

of synergy creation. 
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4.3 The extent of related diversification 

EABS had diversified both in financial and mortgage sectors. 

Their subsidiary firms had increased in number as we tended 

to the tum of century with the following firms operating within 

the umbrella body. (See Table 1) 
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The extent of Diversification within the EABS 

(Table 1) 

DIVISION/SUBSIDIARY PRODUCT/ SERVICE YEAR OF 

COMPANY OFFERED E TABLISHME 

T 

a) FINANCIAL SECTOR 

1.MGL Insurance policies (Both April1993 

Life and General) 

2.Akiba Bank Banking services January 1994 

3.Kalapi Insurance broker and January 1987 

advisory 

4.Fedha investments and Investment decisions and January 1963 

managements real estate services 

b) MORTGAGE SECTOR 

1. Rajmuk limited Real estate services within January 1978 

Nairobi 

2. Sea view Diani villas Real estate services in the January 1980 

coastal region 

3.Tala investments ltd Real Estate services outside January 1980 

Nairobi except coastal 

region. 

Real estate services for January 1985 

4. Emperor holdings Ltd prime commercia l premises 

within the Nairobi's Central 

Business District area 

Figure 1: Source: EABS Company Profile. 
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Mercantile life & General Assurance Company. 

This was established in early 1990s with an aim of capturing 

the whole of the clientele who were enjoying mortgage 

facilities from the EABS. This they offered perfectly through 

the mortgage protection facility which ensures that each and 

every mortgage beneficiary is insured against the same 

amount of money. In addition the EABS was still expanding in 

its housing development and their apartments were already 

complete units. The insurer captured this by provision of the 

property insurance. 

The research revealed that the firm progressed very well since 

its inception until late last year when its growth started 

dwindling (appendix iii (b). However, despite the rough times 

the firm seemed to undergo it is still considered as the star of 

the whole EABS Holding in that it has a good growth. The 

financial backing from EABS has actually boosted its market 
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share in that it was rated amongst the top ten insurance firms 

in terms of financial stability (Daily Nation 23rd April 2005- pg 

26). This indeed agrees with the philosophy that the corporate 

centre adds value through the monitoring, protecting, 

coordination and guidance roles which it offers to its SBUs. 

Financial stability is considered to be one of the critical success 

factors within the insurance sector and the financial fraternity 

as a whole for it gauges which company can pay their claims 

without any difficulties.(Daily Nation 27th July 2005-Pg27). 

Because of this, the firm has been able to stand alone and it was 

noted that the group has just maintained its share of capital 

towards this firm. It was revealed that the shareholders of the 

EAB'S were indeed impressed with the MGL' s performance. 
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Akiba Bank Ltd. 

It was formerly founded as Akiba Loans and Savings Limited 

and it changed its name to Akiba Bank in January 1994. It was 

specifically set up to ensure or support the bancassurance 

strategy. Bancassurance refers to a form of strategy developed 

by organisations specifically the banks, insurance firms or even 

brokers which aims at linking the different financial services 

offered by these firms and the distribution of the insurance 

products by the banks. The main products distributed under 

this strategy are the life insurance policies, property insurances 

and the mortgage protection. The research revealed that the 

strategy was indeed operational and this had boosted the client 

base of both the bank and insurance firm. 

Despite the success of this strategy which works well within the 

group, it was noted that the bank did not perform well for the 

past two (2) years. A fact which led to the decrease in the share 
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holding by the parent company from 49% to 25% (Appendix 

III). Insiders pointed out that this might also be the reason as to 

why it will be acquired by EABS to form the EABS Bank. In a 

diversified firm portfolio, it became eminent that Akiba Bank 

had tumed out to be the dog which calls out for divestiture 

strategy as the research reveals. 

It was further highlighted that the divestiture move in this 

regard worked out in an attempt to uphold the philosophy that 

a diversified firm should only invest minimally if at all in the 

SBUs which have indicated or have only shown sub par 

prospects. 

Kalapi Insurance Brokers 

This was originally formed tn 1987 to handle the group's 

businesses by holding valuable profits within the group as 

opposed to ceding every thing to the other insurance 
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companies. It was originally set up as Fedha Insurance agents 

whose basic aim was to channel all the insurance matters to 

MGL. However, as the environment turned turbulent, they 

realised that for them to satisfy and offer smart and quality 

service to their clients, they needed to open up and serve a 

wide clientele within the insurance industry. 

This necessitated their change of name from Insurance Agents 

to Brokers who are authorised to present as many 

intermediaries and underwriters as they wish. In this regard 

Kalapi has increased its market share and now it's termed 

among the best performing insurance brokers within the 

industry. 

It now serves all the insurance requirements for the potential 

clients to MGL which of course it awards the first priority 

with an aim of supporting the bancassurane strategy and to 
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the rest of the insurance companies by offering advisory 

services to the clients. By so doing, it supports the marketing 

and distributions efforts of the entire EABS Group. 

Fedha Investments and Managements 

This was set up in 1963 with the key role of managing the 

commercial properties of EABS and actually manage the Fedha 

towers building, Emporer Plaza, Westminister including the 

Union towers building in terms of rent collection, maintenance 

and education of clients and tenants Management. They also 

involve themselves in the investment decision of the EABS 

especially in terms of property development. In this regard they 

are best known to offer or act as consultants of the group. They 

oversee the operations of the other real esta tes firms within the 

group. 
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The researcher through the interview of the Head of the 

marketing department of one of the SBUs established that there 

were other firms within the group which were mandated to 

perform the real estate functions(Table 1). This include-: 

Rajmuk limited. 

This is a real estate management firm set up by the group to 

oversee the value of the properties, buy and sell the same, 

within the region of Nairobi and its environments. They do the 

detective counselling and coordination works until the clients' 

needs are met. In this regard, they too act as the distribution 

channels of the EABS Housing products. 

Sea View Diani Villas limited 

This is also a real estate firm whose key operations are centred 

in the coastal region. They oversee the EABS housings 

development within the coastal region and also markets the 
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same for the group. It is also mandated with the maintenance 

and collection of rent for the EABS at the coast. 

Tala Investments. 

This is an investment firm which was founded in 1980.Aims at 

investing in the outer sides of Nairobi especially in Machakos 

district. In so doing, it caters for the firm in ensuring that its 

profits are invested in a sound and viable ways. 

In so doing it was revealed that the various real estate firms of 

the group were enjoying some tax relief due to the fact that they 

acted to promote the core business of their parent firm. 

From the foregoing above, EABS was noted to be one of the 

strongest mortgage firm in the country which has diversified in 

the areas of both finance and mortgage sector. The Financial 

statements revealed that it is a strong firm whose capital base 

had surpassed the Central Bank's minimum requirement. 
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The management of EABS have no doubt of its survival in the 

next century or so. It is this extra capital base which supports its 

SBUs and especially during the time of financial handicaps. 

4.4 Reasons for the pursuit of the related 

diversification. 

There exists various facts as to why a firm may choose the 

related diversification strategy. The research revealed that 

EABS ch oose to diversify in the related areas due to the under 

noted five (5) key reasons-: 

Excess financial resources. 

It was revealed that since its establishment, the EABS 

continued to make abnormal profits. It was because of this fact 

that the shareholders decided to invest these abnormal profits 

into viable ventures. This they did by opening up other firms 

within their industry hence ended up diversifying into the 
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related areas. Also it was decided that the establishment of 

these other firms could lead to them having an extra super 

abnormal profits than before. This indeed proved right to the 

shareholders as revealed from the financial statements. 

(Appendix ill). 

To ensure that there is optimum use of resources. 

This was cited as one of the key reason why the firm opted to 

di versify within the related area. Key resources which the 

researcher found were been shared included the human, 

technological and capital resources. It was discovered that all 

the firms under the Group were centrally located in one 

building. Further, management was also noted to be shared 

including the directors who doubled up to be the Chief 

Executive Officers of the different SBUs within the group. 
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Further the marketing and distribution functions were also 

noted to be shared in a sense that virtually all the clients of the 

entire group were noted to be intertwined in all the various 

SBUs as revealed in figure 1. The SBUs were seen to be highly 

dependent on the core businesses of the EABS and virtually 

90% of the SBUs products were related to the core business of 

the parent firm. Also the entire clientele of the group were in 

one way or another interrelated in that they virtually relied in 

at least one of the SBUs in an attempt to attain their goal. This 

seemed to agree with the philosophy that the SBUs have to 

strive to support the objectives of their parent firm. 

Spread of risk. 

Mortgage industry is known to be very risk. It requires one to 

set up precautionary measures due to its long term conditions 

which are characterised by uncertainty in the economy. In this 

regard, EABS realised this and they reacted by setting up related 
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businesses which could support them should it be affected. It 

was noted that the problem of mortgage firms originates from 

the fact that housing been amongst the basic needs, not all 

people can afford to acquire one for themselves in the urban set 

up and especially in our economy which is characterised by low 

consumer purchasing power. 

It is because of this, that even those who manage to acquire it 

especially through the mortgage only a few manage to abide by 

its conditions. As the financial statements revealed, the non 

p erforming mortgage loans formed the bulk of their risk. 

Further, the financial support it accords to towards its SBUs 

{Akiba) were noted to be unfavourable but by adopting the 

proactive strategy of related diversification ,this has been 

actually off set by the abnormal profits which they continue to 

reap from the other SBUs especially MGL(Appendix iii-b) . 
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Synergy effects. 

It is in support of the idea to spread their risk that they also 

realised that the net effects can be more than the a lready 

existing businesses. In this regard, the research showed out 

that EABS had increased its capital base more than four times 

since it set up its related businesses. The underlying conviction 

is that diversification should be able to bring growth and 

subsequent secure health and growing returns for the share 

holders and at the same time secure strong future through the 

increased efficiency of capital use, increase in market share, 

utilization of excess capacity and above all economies of scale. 

The Group's strategic intent. 

The vision of the EABS been to become a predominate leader 

in the financial circles, it was highlighted from the research 

that this necessitated its pursuit of the related diversification in 

that in wanted to have a share in each of the financial sectors 
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within the economy especially in banking, insurance and 

mortgage circles. A fac t it has realised since each of the SBUs 

are known to have a considerable share within their sectors of 

operation. 

Other factors leading to related diversification as cited by 

SBUs CEOs was to ensure that the group turns out to be a one 

stop shop for all its clients who happen to visit their offices. In 

this regard, it was highlighted that a ll the SBUs are located 

within the same premises as their parent firm. 

4.5 The reasons for the EABS to shift to Banking 

Sector 

EABS's core business has for a long time been in housing 

development and mortgage financing. However, early this year 

they changed their focus and actually declared that they 
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wanted to move away from mortgage financing to full-time 

banking. The researcher established that there existed three 

(3) Key reasons as to why the EABS thought to move to the 

banking sector. 

Legal aspects 

EABS just as its name suggests it's a building society 

established under the Building Society's Act. The building 

society act stipulates that all the account holders are actually 

owners of the society. This then implies that the management 

have no obligation at all to pass any resolution pertaining to the 

society's issues without a due approval by the members. It is 

this fact that has indeed affected most of the building societies 

in our country. The firms in these industry have in tum reacted 

by converting from been building societies to banks. A notable 
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example has been Equity building society which converted to 

Equity commercial bank (Daily Nation 23rd March 2004). 

It was also revealed from the research that key reasons to move 

into the banking act were actually in an attempt to overcome 

the stipulations laid in the Building society's Act by the Central 

Bank. The clearing house at the Central bank takes more time to 

clear building society's transaction unlike those of the bank. It 

was because of the threats which banks were causing to the 

building societies that they decided to change to the banking 

sector. 

Target Market. 

It was also established that most of its clientele had changed 

from middle income based to small scale households who 

demanded personalised service. This could only be met by 

refocusing their activities to actually match those of a 
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medium sized commercial bank. It is due to this fact that the 

EABS Group now wants to move to the banking sector to 

capitalise and at the same time retain their clients. 

Further due to the harsh economic conditions prevailing in the 

country, most of their huge finances under their mortgage 

facilities were not going to their targeted group. Instead, of 

keeping funds idle for a long time, they opted to develop 

personalised loans to assist to reach their target market. A fact 

which could only be realised by changing the name which has 

for long time be known to offer mortgage facilities to a name 

the clientele could trust as be able to offer loans. 

Divestiture Reasons. 

The different SBUs within the diversified firm actually falls 

under the following four categories in terms of their relative 

market share and market growth-: stars, cash cow, a dog and 
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question marks. (Figure 1) It became eminent from the research 

that one of its key SBU (Akiba Bank) was just but milking cash 

flows from the other SBUs. In this regard it continued to 

operate while still making losses until the shareholders decided 

to close it. 

However, Akiba having operated as a bank, they could not just 

decide to close it down or shut it up due to the public image. 

They decided that it merges with the parent firm to form the 

EABS bank. A move meant to create a good public image to the 

entire clientele of the EABS group. The financial statements 

revealed that the EABS had decreased its capital share to a 

considerable size simply because of the performance of the 

Akiba bank which did not go well with the share holders. 
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Figure 1 

A BCG (Boston Consulting Group) matrix of a diversified 
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Do~ (Akiba Bank)--.This occupies a relative low 

market share and low market 

growth. The strategy to be 

applied for this is diverstiture. 

Cashcow (MGL) +Occupiers high relative market 

share and low market growth. Its 

cash flows are normally used to 

support other SBUS. 

Star (MGL) It occupies the position of high 

relative market plus and high 

market growth strategies applied 

here are those geared at protecting 

or sustaining its market positions. 
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Question Marks--+ (EABS Bank) - Occupies a position 

of high market growth but low 

market share. 

4.6 The Mortgage Industry 

EABS though originally formed under the mortgage sector, it 

has a wide area of businesses within the financial sectors. Entry 

into these related areas of businesses are aimed at ensuring that 

it fully utilizes its capabilities and competences whereas 

maintaining its key competences. 

EABS though it had set up certain precautionary measures by 

opting for the related diversification strategy, it still felt that it 

could be better of by converting into a commercial Bank. This 

process is in progress and by the year end, it will have being 
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concluded (The Financial Standard, Tuesday March 22nd 2005). 

It is expected that once EABS converts to bank, it will solidify 

its position among middle-level banks that have become 

popular with small and medium sized enterprises whose needs 

are not well catered for by the big commercial banks. It was 

also noted that since EABS diversified into the related areas, its 

market capitalisation had be affected by its SBUs especially by 

the fact that it continued to support even the few SBUs which 

were doing drastically poorly. The financial statements 

revealed that its growth had been increasing at a very low rate 

but still at a recommendable rate within the industry. It was 

also noted to be the strongest building society in the country. 

The customers' perspective was that the move into the related 

diversification was indeed a positive one. The idea was liked by 

many for they now see themselves operating or associating 
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themselves with a very financially sound organisation. They 

also cited up that most of their needs were being satisfied at a 

'one stop shop'. That is as portrayed in figure 2 and Table 2 

respectively. 

Figure 2: 

The clientele of EABS 

Kala pi 
Insurance 

EABS 
CLIENTELE 

Mercantile Life 
t---+1 and General 

~---~ Akiba Bank 
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Table 2 

The financial growth of EABS. 

Profit 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

after tax Kshs.OOO Kshs.OOO Kshs.OOO Kshs.OOO Kshs.OOO 

I 25,668 34,122 16,788 ( 78,677) 50,367 

I Dividend 8,500 2,400 1,400 (9,650) -

per share 

Source: EABS-financial Statements. 

4.7 Other factors that have influenced the related 

diversification of EABS. 

It was highlighted by the different marketing 

d epartments of the various SBUs within the group that 

the PESTEL factors were also attributed to the EABS's 

diversification strategy. 
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The country's political environment had indeed contributed to 

the success of EABS. The fact that the political atmosphere in 

the country has been stable was pointed out to be the reason as 

to why they have opted to diversify only in Kenya compared to 

opening offices in the foreign country which are politically 

unstable. This was due to the fact that they understood the 

rules of the game well in Kenya. However, it was revealed that 

they could capitalise on diversifying regionally but opening 

branches in the Kenya's major towns. More over, its SBUs have 

also followed suit and set up branches within those towns 

where the parent firm has operated. 

The depressed economy and the declining consumer power in 

the country for the last decade have had diverse effects on the 

firm. This has left their products (Developed houses) 

unoccupied for long time. Consumers have just opted for 

cheaper financial modes of which this has had some impact on 
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its market share. It is because of this they thought to introduce 

Easy loans and even change their target market from middle 

level class to lower level classes. They have also embarked on a 

full scale advertising campaign geared at winning the small 

scale low level income earners. 

Social factors had highly contributed to the high performance 

levels of EABS in a sense that they apply ethnocentric 

Management style. This has seen them appoint various CEOs 

only from an Asian community. Further, the research found 

out that Asian employees are remunerated differently 

compared to their Africans counterparts. This has 

demoralised most of the employees within the firm. Moreover, 

most of their major clients were from the Asian community. 

Above all the demise of their founder had started to have 

biting effects in a sense that most of their supporters pulled out 

their businesses from the entire group. 
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The technology aspect placed it in the upper hand especially in 

its operations. This has boosted their operation in that services 

are being conducted online, a move which has increased their 

clientele base. It was highlighted that most of its businesses 

could be conducted online plus it could link well with the 

SBUs. 

The legal aspect has played a major role in that it has enabled 

EABS to rethink on its core business by moving from the 

building society's act to banking act which will give them more 

powers and flexibility in their businesses hence enhance their 

competitive edge. This was necessitated by the fact that the 

turbulence environment in which it operates in requires firms 

to capitalise on working harder and harder in order to sustain 

its competitive advantage. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS. 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

The chapter presents a summary of the research project whose 

objectives were to determine -: The extent of diversification 

within the EABS. The factors that have influenced the pursuit 

of the related diversification strategy and the reasons as to 

why they want to move from their main stream of mortgage to 

the banking stream. 

The firm has responded strategically and operationally. 

Strategic responses being those long-term issues aimed at 

directing a firm into a competitive edge, they embrace on the 

whole organisation. Operational responses on the other hand 

are those departmental issues of any organisation aimed at 

achieving and supporting the strategic responses. They act as 

the implementation phase of the strategic responses. 
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Due to the diversification strategy which the firm had 

embarked on, it had grown both in market share and returns. 

It was noted that it was rated among the best and strong 

financial base of B++. Respondents concurred that EABS had 

faced stiff competition within its industry but it had managed 

to overcome them due to the proactive move of diversifying 

extensively into the mortgage and financial sectors. Some of 

its SBUs were rated to be the key performing organisations 

within their respective industries due to the financial backing 

they were receiving from their parent firm. 

It had thrived all these years due to its strategic approach of 

diversification. The various SBUs it has set up have not only 

increased its capabilities but have enabled it even to survive 

during the depressed economic times. It was noted that the 

SBUs continued to share resources especially the management, 

technological and more so the IT and even the distribution 
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channels. This has in tum given them a positive image in that 

their clientele always wish to associate themselves with a group 

which they count as stable and having the ability to satisfy 

virtually all their needs. 

It was highlighted that they wish to move to the banking sector 

in order to be able to compete effectively and also enhance 

service provisions as guided by the banking Act contrary to the 

building society's act which has impended greatly on its 

operation. Observers have pointed out that by moving to the 

banking sector it will merge with one of its key SBUs of which 

in actual sense it shall be divestituring the SBU for it has all 

along operated by the support it has continued to receive from 

the other SBUs. This in tum agrees with the philosophy of that 

the SBUs of the diversified firm actually enjoy the support of 

their parent firm or even from the other SBUs. 
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It can therefore be concluded that the related diversification 

strategy of the EABS has given them a competitive advantage 

compared to the other mortgage financing and housing 

development firms which have never opted for related 

diversification. It is in justification of suistaing their competitive 

advantage that they now wish to move into the banking sector 

and actually close one of its SBUs which is not performing up 

to the expectation. All these strategic moves will definitely give 

them an upper hand in their industry of operation. 

5.2 Limitation of the study. 

The research focussed only on one firm within the entire 

mortgage industry thus failing to capture the responses and 

effects of diversification in the entire mortgage sector. 

As at the time of research the EABS group was still mourning 

the departure of their founder. Responses released were not 

from the founder himself but from the CEOs who deemed to be 
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very green in the diversification concept. His responses were 

based on what the founder used to say. Also most CEOs 

refused to release information expressing that it could be 

leaked to the competitors a fact which led the Researcher to 

interview their deputies. 

5.3 Recommendation for further research. 

A study could be carried out to establish factors that influence 

related diversification within a different firm in a different 

industry or in the whole of mortgage industry has a whole. 

Further, some housing development and mortgage firms have 

not diversified in any way leave alone with taking or opting for 

the related diversification, yet they have continued to outshine 

their counterparts. A research into the factors behind this 

should be carried out. 
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Finally the study focussed only in one firm within service 

industry, a similar study of the same could be carried out in 

manufacturing, agricultural or even construction industries to 

understand fully whether related diversification supersedes 

unrelated diversification. 

5.4 Recommendations for policy and practice. 

From the findings of the research the following issues need to 

be addressed-: 

EABS should decentralise its control style and change the 

management style which has been said to hinder the 

operations of a free m arket economy. It is believed that this 

will drive them to higher levels of the competitive advantage 

which they already h ave and especially among its SBUs. 

Recruitments of the key personnel of the organisation should 

be guided by the free market forces and all in all they should 
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try to avoid the ethnocentric style of management especially 

during these turbulent econorruc times. 

It is also the high time that the group realised the importance of 

establishing a research and development departments within 

its SBUs, which will abreast the firm on the developments and 

market signals within the dynamic environment of its 

operation. The firm should embrace strategic thinking in its 

businesses guided by a clear vision and mission a fact which 

lacked in all the SBUs. It was noted that it was only their 

founder who seemed to have the company's vision. This should 

be clearly expressed and possibly well documented to avoid the 

issue of knowledge gap. 

It was further noted that the organisation and its SBUs was 

characterised by very high labour turnovers, a fact which the 
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firm should address by offering competitive remuneration 

packages in order to retain and maintain the highly qualified 

staff who in tum will enhance the competitive advantage of the 

firm. Insiders pointed out that most of the employees who 

leave the organisation end up joining the competitor 

organisations. 

Finally the group should be sensitive to the economic 

conditions prevailing in the country and more so to the forces 

of demand and supply and try to set up affordable prices for 

the mortgage borrowers in order to increase its market share 

and growth. This is a move which they are slowly trying to 

achieve by changing their target market to the middle small 

scale households. 
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APPENDICES. 

APPENDIX I 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Part 1: 

TO BE ANSWERED BY THE CEO, -EABS. 

A) Organisation Profile. 

l.Which year was the organisation 

established ................... . .. . .......... ............... . 

2.What was the core business when the organisation was 

started ................. . ............... . 

3.What is the ownership of the organisation-: Private( ) or 

Public( ) . Please tick. 

4. (a) Does your organisation have a Vision and Mission 

statements? 

Yes ( ) No ( ). 

(b) Please state them 
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Vision Statement ................... . ..................................... . 

Mi . s ss1on tatement. ...... . ............... .. .......................... . . 

S.What is the current size of the organisation in terms of staff 

numbers? . .......... . 

6.Generally what is the business turnover for the last three 

years?(Kshs.) 

2002...... ... ... ... 2003 ................... . 2004 .................. . 

7. Do you have a marketing or business development 

department in your organisation? Yes ( ) or No ( ) 

8. What is the rate of product or service innovation in your 

organisation? 

(a) 1-2 per year? .......... 3-5 per year? ......... None? 

(b) Do they always succeed in the market or not? 

Please explain ........ . ....................... . .. . 

... .. . . . ....... ... ... ... . .. . 
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B) The Diversification Scope. 

1.What led to choice of the diversification Strategy that you 

are pursuing? 

............. ........... .................................... ............... .. .. 

2.To what areas of business and or markets have you grown 

since the company was started? ............... . 

3. Which of the above business do you regard as 

your core? ..................................... . 

4.Kindly list chronologically the order of your Sister or 

Associate firms in terms of growth and Market Share 

5. (a) Is there some environmental factors e.g. government 

Regulations or social which have enhanced your 

diversification? YES() OR NO ( ). 

(b) Please name at least three ........ . ... ............................... . 
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C. The Scope of Related Diversification 

1. Why did your organisation think of moving into related 

diversification? 

2.Do you consider yourself better off than your competitors by 

having diversified into related areas? 

3. What are the key resources which you share with your sister 

. 7 comparues ............... . 

4.Do they add value to the firm as a whole? 

S.How do your competitors view you now that you are 

diversified into these related areas of business? 

•••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••• 0 • •• •• 0 •••••••••• 0 • •• 
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6.What l\1easures do you have in place to ensure that your 

Competitors do not copy your Resources and 

C b'l'. ? apa 1 I ties ................................... . 

7.Do you wish to diversify outside the related areas you have 

already diversified into? 

Why? .. . ..... . ............................ .. ...................... . 

D) Parent Role. 

1. Do you have any intentions of opening a branch in the 

foreign countries? Yes ( ) or No ( ) 

Why? .................... . .................. .. 

2.Does each of your Associate firms operate independently? 

YES( ) or NO ( ) 

3.What Specific Roles does the Parent firm play towards the 

SBUs? ........................................... . 
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4.(a) In your opinion do you think they enhance the 

competitive advantage 

or not? .......... .. ........................ . ............................ . 

(b) Why? ............. . ........................................... . 

6. Comment on the ability of each firm as part of the group? 

7.Give a general comment on the related Diversification Strategy 

That you have taken ................................................... . 

8. Has it been a success or not? 

Comment ............... . ....................... .. 
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PART II 

TO BE ANSWERED BY THE Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) 

OFTHESBUs 

l.What are some of the key advantages of been associated with 

the group? 

.................... 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••• •••••• •••••• 

2. What are some of the disadvantages associated by been part 

of the group? 

........... ......................................... .......................... 

• •• • • • •• • • ••••• •• • .. •••••• •• •• • ••• ••• • • • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••• •• • • 0 •••••••••••••••••• 

3. What is your market share compared to other firms in the 

same industry? 

4.ln your opinion HAS the parent firm played any role 1n 

increasing or decreasing your Market share? 

WHY? ............ ............ ............ . 
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S.How do you rate yourself in terms of relative market share 

and growth? ...... . ........ .. ............................................... . 

6.What are some of the resources which you share with your 

. t . ? sis er comparues ................................................ . 

0 I I II I e I I I I I Ill Ill Ill I I I Ill Ill I I I I •• II I Ill II I I ll Ill I I I I II I 0 0 011 I I I Ill I •• II 

I 11 II I •I I e I I I I I Ill Ill I I I 1•1 Ill I I I I II II lOll •• I e11111 I I I I II I IIIII I I 1111111 

7.How do you view the other sister companies m terms of 

working for the group together With yourselves? 

8.Do you make decision independently? 

Yes ( ) or No ( ) 

Why? ...... . .... . .................................................. . 

9.Suppose the parent firm was to close down some of its 

subsidiaries, do you think you could survive? ......... . 

WHY? .......... ............... ........ . ............. . 

lO.What is your general comment on the businesses under the 

EABS in terms of Maintaining the Corporate image. 
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Tuesday, 24 May 2005 

The Managing Director. 

East Africa Building Society (EABS) 

Fedha Towers 

AIROBI 

Dear Sir, 

Re: Request to carry out a Research in your firm. 

I ·wish to refer to the above and offer my request for the same. Sir, I am a postgraduate 

student at the University of Nairobi pursuing a Masters Degree in Business 

Administration (MBA). As part of the partial fulfilment of the requirements of its award, 

I am required to write and submit a Research Project paper. 

The success of your firm in the application of the competitive SLTategies within the 

Ylortgage industry has been of great concern and interest. It is because of this that my 

topic of concern will be-: "A study of the related diversification strategy within the 

EABS 

The results of the Research shall be used purely for academic purposes and no name will 

be mentioned anywhere in the report. Further, the final copy of the report shall be 

availed to your selves on request. 

Your co-operation will be highly appreciated. 

Yours Faithfully, 

Philip M.Mwau 
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-\ Brief on EaM African Building ociet\ 

East <\fncan Building octet)' \\as estabh~hed in 1959 by \1r.L.J .Pand1t and 
has a track record spannmg O\ er a penoJ of 44 years. It focuses on the 
pro'\ ision or housing finance to the middle mcome housing market. It has 
also expanded into property development and has successfully developed 
and sold many propemcs. It forms part of the L P Holdmgs Ltd., the flagship 
company and has maJonty shareholdmg 111 Aktba Bank Ltd., and Mercantile 
Insurance and General Assurance Company Ltd. It has a professionally 
strong Management Team, which runs the Society. headed by the Managing 
Director. Mr. Raj Pandtt. 

East African Building Sociel) has reflected a very high profitability and 
Asset Base in the recent past, m spite of the unfa\ curable credit environment 
and excess liquidity in the Kenyan i\tlarket. The Soc1ety recorded an 
Impressive after tax profit of Kshs.64 m1lhon and an asset base of Kshs.5.6 
billion in the year 2002. According to the unaudited results for the year 
2003. the Society's after tax profits are in the range of Kshs.200 million and 
the Assets totaJ to Kshs.6.2 btllion. The Society also has several mcome 
generating Investment properties worth Kshs. 900 million. 

ln view of the fact that Buildmg Societies arc now allowed to make other 
rype of loans, EABS has plans to target the micro-finance and retail market 
as well and has already launched Flexi loan products lo individuals. The 
proposal to launch Debit Card5 and A TM arc also in the pipeline. Given the 
C'<Jsting client base, the Society has tremendous opportunity to move 
forn.ard in the near future: with the launchmg of new products. 

An intemational Rating Agency. Global Credit Rating Co(GCR) has 
accorded EABS with long tem1 domestic Kenyan shilling rate of BBB
(tnple B minus), which was placed on pos1tive rating outlook and a short 
tcnn rating of A2.the short term rating of i\2 is detined as "Good certainty 
of timely payment with good liquidity factors and sound company 
fundamentals." 
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CHAI"MAN'S STATEMENT 

1 ~ake ple;1sure • n oresentmg the Socrel/s annunl report and firmncral stalem~nts for the year en<led 31 December 200<1 . 

However, it is wrlh c.!eep regret and personal sadness that I report the death of the founder of lhe Socreiy and our Charrman, Mr. L J Pandit after a short illness. The late Lalit Pandit was an nso1ration to the mduslry and a guiding force that added huge value to the Society and the EABS grouo of companies. f lis sense of ethics and moral stance was a touchstone and s ourdance wrll be miss~. He has left a strong foundation for the management and .. :~a re 10lders to build on . 
f 

Year 2004- A year of Consolidation 

The Kenyan econornv grew slightlv ?.S ·eal GQD i,..c·c;~o;~-;1 to 2. ·n~ ~~r .,_.- -., .' ·, '•· !~ .. -:, · flat:on ~te contm• ~ !o :: .• a d 011 : • • o;.; ... .:.c.· of on and foot! s: ... t, pnce pr.:: ::: 3ur·~s. : 1 ::y;;~.; rates remained low during the first half of the y~~r. hut rose r•Jic"lv a!: t! .o ,.,_ .,~ .. n.~·~·•: •~:sponded to the increase 1n money supply. Tho.; ·. • •• ·"': ~ • .: majOf" 1nlernational currenctes and indeed closed the y~ar on <J nrgp note on 111e back of aid f1ows. whrch was qurte commendable. ~ ., 

EABS raled hrghly by Global Credit Rating Agency 

EABS is proud to announce that once again, the International Rating Agency, Global Credit P.ating Company Limited, has accorded EABS an excellent short term rating of AJ and Long Term Rating of BB+. We are one of the very few Kenyan financial institutions to have achieved such a rating. 

EABS Performance 

The Socrety showed consrderable progress during the year and recorded a pre lax profit of Kshs.8 1 7 !"'liltion. As at 31 December 2004. the Socrety·s assets amounted to Kshs 5.6 blf ron (2003: 6 brllron) and Customer's deposits amounted to Kshs 4.5 billion (2003: 5 brllion). TI-e deaease in deposits is mainly due to the reason that the Society discharged many or rls expens1ve deposits during the year 2004, in vtew of the fow Treasury bill rate that pre·1ailed until the third quarter of last year. The hqUidrly posrlron o f the Society continued to rema1n strong wrlh investments of Kshs.729 millron in Government securrlics available for sale ancl Ksrs 440 million in depos•ls wrth reputable commercial banks and financial nst :ulions. 

The loans and advances portfolio as at year-end was Kshs.1 14 brllion and recorded a slight decease of Kshs.125 mrllion over the previous year The portfolio continues to be efficiently 
. . managed with a well-defined policy on lending and strict pursurl of arrears. Various management committees meet at regular intervals to ensure greater scrutiny in all required areas for continuous improvement. The Easy Loan product, launched in the year 2003 is a so growing well, wrth disbursements of over Kshs 40 million durrng the year. 

ihe Socjety"s reserves ar the end of the year stood at Kshs.600 million Revrsion to ln'ernatronal Accountrng Standards 39 (revised 2003) required that movements in fair value of Treasury Bonds be shown as an adjustment to eqlllty As a result. the Society had to :esla'e rls profits for year 2003, in order to ensure that prevrous years figures are comparable. The Socrely also early adopted International Accounting Standard 28. wh1ch reqo ·eo ihat investment an associate cornpan•es be <1ccmmted for us•ng equity method. lho .#' fall alue of Fedho Tow"!rs. v::~!ued by Lloyd 1. 1 asr~ :l Lr:rHtccl, Re~Jrs terc~ Valr :crs. ''-'..!'• l<.s:-as 988 7 rn1lllon, as refl ecl.::>d m II •:! fnk:mcral ::;:a:em<.>• t-; 
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The Soc ety entered nto an agency agreement w1lh Dramond Trust of Kenya lim1ted and has successfu ly aunched the Western Un•on Money Transfer Serv1ces •n all 1ts branches. TheE poss book prOit!tliS also neanng completion and as ready to be implemented soon. 

The Soc1ety's flnanc1al posrt1on rcmarned strong dunng the year and the overall performance 
1n all sec11ons of busrness opera~aons, satisfactory 

Other Investments 

Durrng the year. the Society reduced •Is investment in Akiba Bank Lim•led from 49.1% to 25% fhe Sooety also has investments •n Mercantile Life and General Assurance Company Limrted. nnd Acacia Fund Lim•led, a company managed by Aureos Kenya Managers Lim•lcd. 

Housing Development 

The Society is happy to announce that in the first phase of Fedha Apartments, now called Parkv1ew ~partments, 54 out of the 84 apartments have already been sold. The Society is at advanced stage of negolralions and Wlll soon commence the construction of the second phase of Parkvrew Apartments. 

Staff 

Our staff members continue to benefit from both external and in house training courses made ava1lable to them throughout the year 

Marketing 

The Society continues to support Kenya sportmg activities, by sponsoring golf 'monthly mugs' and a variety of other events Support also cont1nues to be given to a number of charitable orgamsat•ons and needy 1ndiv1duals. 

Year2005 

The Boards of East African Bu1ldmg Soc;ety and Akiba Bank L1mited have resolved to merge in 2005 to form EASS Bank Lim1ted. An application has been made to the Central Bank of Kenya This Wilt be subject to all necessary legal and regulatory approvals. The merged Sank, EABS Sank Limited, is expected to do well in a competitive banking environment. The activities of mortgage lend1ng and property development will conlrnue 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, I would like to thank the management and all members of staff for their loyal serv1ce dunng the past year. 

I would also like to trank my fellow directors for their support and adv1ce during the year, which is much apprec1ated. 

hJ -/ 
~~~U' 
NEVILlE PG WARREN 
CHAIRMAN 
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Ur clors ·report 
For the year ended 31 December 2004 

The «!"rectors sublml thetr report together Mlh the nuthled r,n<:~nciaf statements fOf the year ended • 200<1, wh;ch J d->5•3 lit~ Stille of nlfairs oltlte Society. 
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES 

The Sociely takes deposits from the public and various institutions and provides mortgages to customers. The Soctety IS also involved in housing development. 
RESULTS AND DIVIDEND 

The profit for the year of Shs 50,357,000 (2003 loss Shs 78,6n,OOO) has been added to rcta1ned earnings. The 'directors do not propose a dividend for the year. 
DIRECTORS 

The directors who held office during the year and to the date of th1s •• "(•'~ ·;m:·~ 
LP Pandil FCIS, FKIM. FBIM 
NPG Warren 
RL Pand1t CPA (K) 
HA DamJiATII 
Hon AA Moody Awori MP 
DL Pandit 
DB Mehta 

AUDITORS 

(Chairman- deceased 13 January 2005) (Appointed as Chairman on 31 51 March 2005) (Managmg Director) 

(Appointed as Executive Director on 31 .. March 2005) 

The Society's auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers, have indicated their willingness to continue in office as auditors. 

By order of the Board 

SECRETARY 

~( kJ.. 2005 

• 



2002 2003 2004 
' 'IERC -\:O.Til E 1:\IERC ':o.Tn.E I"F.RCA,Tn.r.un: .a. 
l lfl .• ~ GUiif lt \1 , LIFt:.t r, f~'E R.\1. Gt..., F:R.\l. 

~HAll F. CAI"'T•U . I' \ ID t:P I 100.000 ooo I 100.000 000 I :>0,000,000 
R~ 

Lv. VES 2 ,.t6 ,000 25,110 000 19,727.000 
\I'ITAL RESERVES - 0 ---i8:~6s~ooo ----------TOTAL RESERVES 25. 110.000 19.727,000 

P \Ill I P (' \PIT\1, .S. llF. FR \ F.' 11l1Ab8.000 125.110.000 169.727,000 
fO 1.\l, F"t D \S,F.TS 5.701.000 5.315.000 3.278.000 
IW£STME'o7S 

EQUITY I,O;.io,OOO 57 ,000 1,520,000 
GO\'T PAPER 2.:t !,150,000 205,800,000 38,928,000 
DEPOSITS O'T1iER D ElJT SEC\JR.111ES )ll 280.000 73,000,000 277.271,000: RE\1. PROP.ERTIES - 0 -IJI.'\1 :'-fDI~"SSUBS!DIARlES 0 -fOT\1 I'\ F.!>T:\I£r'I'TS 30;.! .. f76.000 279.378.000 317,719,000 

o:£IIL. "'Lillm 
BAl'o'K RA!.Al'CES & CASH 1,442,000 3,545,000 806,000 
TAX R£!:0\' ERAS I.£ 2,6-li,OOO 2,374,000 5,237,000 PRE.\IIUMS OS 69,925.000 54,912,000 ,. 55,775,000 \.\IOlJ'NTS fRO.\f OOO!E.S f~GAGEON 
t:-;St:RA:-ICF. llt:SIXf..SS 9,498,000 0 6,504.000 
SL~DRV DEBTORS 2,224,000 4,666,000 11,396,000 onn-Jt:i - 0 -1 OT\1. Ct..RRE.' I \ SS£"r.) 85.- 30.000 65..497,000 ~ 79.718,000, TOT \1 ASSF'T'o 395.907.000 350.190.000 400.715,00tr 
~Pit 1fS 

L'E.\R.'IED PREMIU"f RESERVE .)3,300,000 49 929.000 48,304,000 
0 SCL\L\1$ PRO~SIONS 14 1 245 000 118,951,000 132.044,000 
rOT.\L U/W I'ROVISIONS 194.545.000 168.880.000 180.348,000 
CURJ!,piT Ll6!lli.rn~ 

,; 
T \X.-\710:-1 I ,841,000 1.453,000 
01\1[., :-IDS 6.250.000 5.000,000 3,750,000 on: BODIES RE.U.TEO I)IIJI,'SURANCE 
R1 ~Thf.SS 52.432,000 39,470,000 38,072,000 Sl ::-.DRY CIU.OITORS 12.371,000 10;277,000 8.818,000 
Otlfr.RS - 0 -TOT \I. CLRRF~"f 1.1 \Bil. rHE'i 72.894,000 56.200.000 50,640,000 TOT \ I LIABi l.ITIES 267.439,000 225,080.000 230,988,000 .. U • '" ~ .... ,....,~ ........... , 
TOHL I.IA BJUTJES 128,468,000 125,110,000 169,727,000 ' 
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2002 2003 2004 

,\IFR('\:\111 f" 1:\IFRC ~'Tilt: '1£RC.\,Tll I' I IFF. .C. 

!.II' I' ,t C:F:\FR.\1, LIFF "CFM It\ I, r.E.,F.R-'1. 

':iH \ltE C\PIT.\L P UO UP I 00.000.000 100.000.000 l:lO,OOO,OOO 
RE,SE'l.VF.S 

RE\E:\l.E RESERVES 28.468.000 25,110,000 19,727,000 
C \PITAL RESERVES - 0 

TO f.\L RE:iER VES ---2s~~6fooo- ~------------- - --
25.110.000 19,t27.000 

P-\11} LP C.\PITAL & RESERVES 128.-468,000 125.110.000 169,727,000 

TOT . .\ I. FIXED \S.SETS 5.701.000 5.315.000 3.278.000 

!NV l'.ID.LE:-.ITJ! 

EOliiTY 1.046.000 573,000 1,520,000 

GO\T. PAPER 244.150,000 205.800,000 38,928,000 

DEPOSITS & OTHER DEBT SECURITIES 59,280,000 73.000.000 277,271,000 . 

RE.\1 PROPERTIES - 0 -
IN\ ESThiF.NT IN SUBSIDIARIES - 0 -
TOT .\L h\VEST;\1ENTS 304.476.000 279.378.000 317,719,000 

CUMEYr oS.SETS 

BA>ll< BAL>.NCES & CASH 1.442.000 3.545,000 806,000 

TAX RECOVERABLE 2,641,000 2,374,000 5,237,000 

PREM!LNIS Q,S 69,925.000 
A;I.IOlJNTS !·ROM BOOI.ES ENGAGED IN 

54,912,000 55.775,000 

[]';SL "RA:\CE BUSINESS 9.498.000 0 6,504,000 

SUNDRY DF.BTORS 2,224,000 4,666,000 LL,396,000 

OTHF.RS - 0 -
TQT,\L CURRENT ASSETS 85,730,000 65,497,000 79,718,000 . 

TOT \L ASSETS 395.907,000 350.190,000 400,715,000 

IJ.-:\BI1!Jl.ES 

tJl';l!r\R.'I,'EO l'ltl:.l'IIIUM RESERVE 53,300,000 49,929,000 48.304,000 

OS CI...\Th!S PROVISIONS 141.245,000 118,951,000 132,044,000 

TOT;\1, U/W I'ROVISIONS 194,545,000 168.880,000 180,348,000 

~!.'RR~'T I.!~!LITI~ 

TAXATION 1,841,000 1,453,000 

DIVIOE:->DS 6,250,000 5,000,000 3,750,000 

DUE TO BODIES RElATED lN INSURANCF. 

et;sr-...css 52.432.000 39,470,000 38,072,000 

StmDRY CREDITORS 12,371,000 10,277,000 8,818,000 . 

OTHERS - 0 . 

TOT \ I.. CURRENT t.IAOILITl ES 72,894,000 56.200,000 50,640 000 

TOT \L LIABILJTIES 267.439.000 225.080,000 230,988,000 

..,, . •.• '" ". • v ... .....,.., .... . ., ~" v 
, . 

TOTAL LJABIUTIES 128,468,000 125,110,000 169.727,00ct; 
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2002 2003 2004 
\IF.RC\-.TILE \lfRC \~Til. F. \tERCA~Til.£ LIFE& t IF£&. C;f"'EIUI. un: &. c,F",FIUI. CE.'fRAl. GlOSS I'Rf.\{IL.'\f 260.367 000 204 083.000 280.344,930 lfll'SURA,~CES 131.802.000 --~]_.~_~Q!Q9_~ __ _!~_0.930,9lQ_ --------·----------------- ----------------NET PR£.\Itl '\I \1/lUTTE:-. I ~8.565 ,000 112.723,000 129,414,000 :E IR...-e::l PREM I liM B/F 49,929,000 49 141JOO 43,933,000 l~v.R.'iED PRF..\11\..~ C'F 53.300.000 -t9.929.000 48.304,000 'I:Tf'.AR.'r.t> PRLM!l:\IS 125.194.000 t 12.135.000 125,043,000 TOHI.I'L:\I\1S 1:-ICURRED '73.729.000 63.563.000 65,826,000 COMM!SS:ONS 3 5-3.ooo 4.416,000 2,620,000 EXJ'E.'IISES OF MAl\ AGE. \ore-IT .. 0.6i9.000 63.404.000 67,011,000 TOfU. £XJ'£,SES 74.252,000 67.840.000 69,631,000 OAI..A '"" .......... ""V'-" ~· ... , .... 

PROmi(LO~) (22,787.000) (19.268.000) ( 1 0.414,000) ~\'ESTME.Vr rNCOME r lD ooo 30,889,000 21,647,000. 
PJI 1r-OS OI:SPQ~AL OF AXED ASSETS - 0 - . 
TOT Al.II\COME 37.333.000 30.889,000 21,647,000 EY'f:';o;,iS "'OT OtARGED TO R£VE:-.1,"E 
.. ccoUSTS - 0 -·· PROm BEFORE TAXATION 14,546.000 11,621,000 11.233,000-TAXATION 4,938.000 786.000 3,603.000 PROFTT AfTF.R T \.'UTIO'I 9,608.000 10,835,000 7,630,000 l"NAPPROPRIA TED PROFIT IVF 25,110,000 19,275,000 38,847,()()(f PROm .\FThR TAXATION 9.608.000 10.835.000 7,630,000 

PROm . .W ... II.ABU FOR '-PPROPRlATION 34.718.000 30,110,000 46,477,000 BONl:S SHARE ISSUE 

PROPOSED OIVIDE.'1> (GROSS) 6,250,000 5,000,000 3,750,000 011iER - 0 25,000,000 
6,250,000 5,000,000 28,750,000" l.'IAPPROPRIAT£0 PROFIT CIF 28,..$68,000 25,110,000 17,727,000 
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2002 2003 2004 
\!flU \'IITII E \1FilC.,\:O.TII ,f, \1ERCA'rTILF.IIFEio: 

UFf .<C. r.F 'rfR \ I, LIFF.&t:F.'IIf!UI , GE'III!RAL 

GROSS PREt'\.!JL.'\i 260.367 000 204 083,000 280,344,930 
I.ESS REINSIJ'RA~ES 131,302.000 91.360.000 1.50.930.930 ------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------~,...-:-lET PR£\tiL-:\1 ,\'RJTTEN 123.565,000 112.723,000 129,-tl4,000 
u~E.\R:\ED PRE.\.IIlN 81F 49,929,000 49,341 .000 43,933,000 
1.~(;.\RNEO PRE.\IIUM C F .)~ 300.000 49.929.000 48,304,000 

'llf:T EARNED PREMIUMS 125.194,000 112.135,000 125,043,000 
TOT \l. CLAIMS INCURRED 73,729,000 63.563.000 65,826,000 

COMMISSiONS 3,573,000 4.436,000 2,620,000 
EXPENSES OF :1.1Al-JAGE.\.fE!'.'T 70.6..,9.000 63.404.000 6-,0li,OOO 

TOTAL EXPENSES 74,252.000 67,840.000 69.631,000 
UAI. I '"" u"'"'"' u•---.. .......... 
PROFITf(WSS) (22,787,000) (19,268.000) (10,414,000) 
fNVESTt..IE:>IT INCOiJ.tE 37,333,000 30,889,000 21,647,000.. 

PROFIT ON DISPOSAL OF FIXED ASSETS - 0 -
TOTAL 11\COM.E 37.333.000 30,889.000 21.647,000 
EXPINSES NOT CHARGED TO REVENUE 
ACCOUNTS - 0 -
PR0~1T BEFORE TAXATION 14,546.000 11,621,000 11,233,000 
TAXATION 4,938.000 786.000 3,603,000 
PROFIT AFTER TA~TION 9.608,000 10,835,000 7,630,000 
UNAPPROPRIATED PROFIT 8/F 25,110,000 19,275,000 38,847,000 

PROFIT AFTE!~ TAXATION 9.608,000 10,835,000 7,630,000 

PROm AVAILABLE FOR APPROPRIATION 34.718.000 30,110.000 46,477,000 

BONUS SHARE ISSUE 

PROPOSED DIVIDEND (GROSS) 6,250,000 5,000,000 3,750,000 

OTHER - 0 25,000,000~ 

6,250,000 5,000,000 28,750,000 • 
UNAPPROPRIATED PROFIT C/F 28,468,000 25,110,000 17~727,000 
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS TO THE MEMBERS OF AKIBA BANK UMITED 

We have audited the financial statements of Akiba Bank Limrted for the year ended 31 December 2004 set out on pages 5 to 31 

Respective responsibilities of directors and aud itors 

The directors are responsrble for the preparation of financial statements as described on page 3. Our responsibility is to express an independent opinion on the financial statements based on our audil 

Basis of opin ion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we plan and perform our audit to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement An audit includes an examination, on a test basis, of eVIdence supporting the amounts and drsdosures rn the financial statements It also includes an assessment of the accounting policies used and signrficant estimates made by the directors. as well as an evaluation of the overall presentation of the financial statements 

We have obtained all the information and explanations that to the best of our knowledge and belief were necessary for the purposes of our audit and believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opin10n. 

Opinion 

In our oprnron proper books of account have been kept and the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the financial affarrs of the company at 31 December 2004 and of its loss and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance wrth International Financial Rcportmg Standards and the Kenyan Companres Act 

Certified Public Accountants 
Nrurobi 
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Akiba Bank Limited 
Financial statements 

For the year ended 31 December 2004 

Profit and loss account 
Notes 2004 2003 

Shs'OOO Shs'OOO 

Interest income 1 292,767 384,920 

Interest expense 2 (134,455) (182,789) 

Net Interest Income 
158,312 202,131 

Fee and commission income 
88,991 68,912 

Foreign exchange income 
25,392 5,468 

Realised losses on disposal of available-for -

sale investment securities 
(11 ,594) 

Other operating income 
7,177 8,069 

109,966 82,449 

Operating Income 
268,278 284,580 

Impairment losses on loans and advances 14 (153.289) (876,869) 

Other operating expenses 3 (177,180) (186,378) 

Loss before Income tax 
(62,191) (778.667) 

Income tax credit 
5 19,945 229,453 

Loss for the year 
(42,246) (549.214) 

Shs Shs 

Loss per share (Shs per share) 

basic ond diluted 6 (8 45) (109 84) 

Sha'OOO Shs'OOO 



Akiba Bank Limllod 
Ar:anasl statements 
For the year ended 31 Doccmber 2004 
Balance sheet 

ASSETS 
Cash and balances Wlth Central Bank of 

Notes 

Kenya 
8 GO'Jemment secunties 9 Dcposrts and balances due from banking rnstitutions 

10 Other assets 
11 Investment in associate 12 UnQUotcd rnvestments 13 Loans and advances to customers 14 Current income tax 

Computer software 
15 Leasehold improvements and equipment 16 Deferred income tax asset 21 

T otal assets 

UABIUTIES 
Customer depoSits 

17 Deposits and balances due to banking ins1itutions 
18 Bo~s 
19 Other liabilities 
20 

Total llabilitres 

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY 

Share capital 
Accumulated losses 
Revaluation reserve 

Total shareholders' equity 

Total equity and liabilities 

~ 

2004 2003 
Shs'OOO Shs'OOO 

302,086 ..... 281.881 
601,667 489,823 

253,584 344,773 
311,627 172,456 ru5i)i 

I 2.250 . 
92.474 I 92,993 J 2.306 902- - 2,468,699 
8.939 8.939 

23.402 31.203 
48,789 52.653 

258,217 220.507 

4,209,937 4,166,177 

3,059.600 2,970.183 

132,000 174,406 
194.074 228,300 
220,720 106,047 

3,606,394 3,478,936 

1,100,000 1,100,000 
(502,539) (460,293) 

6,082 47,534 

603,543 687.241 

4,209,937 4,166,177 

The financial statements on pages 6 to 32 were approved for issue by the board of directors on 
23 March 2005 and signed on its behalf by: 

N P G Warren - Chairman D L Pandit - Managmg Director 

R NgUI- Secretary 
H A Damji - Director 
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Akiba Bank Limited 
~ 

Financial statements 
For the year ended 31 December 2004 

Statement of changes in equity 
...... 

Notes Share Retained Revaluation Proposed 

capital earnings/ reserve dividends 

(accumulated 
losses) Total 

Shs'OOO Shs'OOO Shs'OOO Shs'OOO Shs'OOO 

Year ended 31 December 

2003 

At start of year 
-as previously reported 500,000 119,409 500 619,909 

-effect of adopting lAS 39 

( revised 2003) 24 (30,488) 30,488 

As restated 500,000 88,921 30.488 500 619,909 

Issue of share capital 600,000 600,000 

-Changes in fair value of ' 
available for sale investments 17,046 17,046 

Loss for the year (549,214) (549,214) 

Dividends: 
- final for 2002 paid 

(500) (500; 

At end of year 1,100,000 (460,293} 47,534 687,241 

Year ended 31 December 

2004 

At start of year 
- as proviously reported 1,100,000 (410,889) 689,111 

• effect of adopting lAS 39 

( revised 2003) 24 (49,404) 47,534 (1,870) 

As restated 1,100,000 (460.293) 47,534 687,241 

Chanoos 1n fair value of 
ovailablo-for-sole invostmonls (.o49,5G8) (49,568) 

.._ II .. 



Notes 2004 2003 
Sh 000 Shs'OOO 

Cash flows trom operating ctlvJUes 

Interest rccetp1s 293,471 384.920 
Interest payments (129,499) (182,789) 
Net fee and commiSSlOn rocoipts 88,991 68,912 
Oltlor 1ncomc received 32,569 12.249 
Payments to employees and suppfiCtS (156,810) (160.305) 
Income tax paid (8.317) 

Cash flows from operating act1v1tics before 
changes '" operating assets and liabilities 128.722 11 • . 670 

Changes in operating assets and llabihtics , 
- cash reserve reqwrement 31 (18,701) 56,725 
- loans and advances 8,440 (417,882) 
- other assets (139,171} (29,156} 
- customer depos1ts 84,461 291,179 
- other hab1lities 114.673 42.251 

Net cash generated from/ (used 1n) operating 
actNities 178,424 57,787 

Cash flows from investing activities 

Dividends rece1ved 3,437 645 
Purchase of leasehold improvements and 
equipment 16 (11,216} (10,725} 
Proceeds from sale of leasehold Improvements 
and eqUipment 2,183 37,033 
Proceeds from sale of foreclosed property 3,979 
Purchase of unquoted equity shares (3.750) 
Purchase of government secunties (231.444) (192,668) 

Net cash (used in)! from investing activities (233,061) (169,465) 

Cash flows from financing activities 

Dividends paid (500) 
Nel repayments of short tenn borrowings (35.193) (2,700) 
Proceeds from issue of preference shares 600,000 

Net cash from financing activities (35,193) 596,800 

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents (89.830) 485,122 

Cash and cash equivalents at slart of year 335,132 (149,990) 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 31 245,482 335,132 
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Akiba Bank Ltmttad 

Financial statements 

For the year ended 31 December 2004 

Accounting policies 

The pnnc1pa1 accounting policies adopted In the preparation of these finanCial statements are 

set out below. These polices have been consistently applied to all years presentGd unless 

otherwise stated. 

(a) Basis of preparation 

The financial statements are prepared in compliance With lntematJonal FinanCial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS) In 2004 the bank ear1y adopted lAS 32- F1nancial 

Instruments disclosure and presentation (revised 2003) ond lAS 39 -Financial 

instruments recogmtron and measurement (reVJscd 2003). The financial statements are 

presented in the functional currency, Kenya Shillings (Shs) rounded to the nearest 

thousand ,and prepared under the historical cost convention, as mod1fied by tho 

revaluation of available-for-sale Investment secunttos and denvatives 

The preparation of finanCial statements In conformity with I FRS requ1res the use of 

estimates and assumptions lhat affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and 

disclosure of contingent assets and liabilitJes at the date of the financial statements and 

the reported amounts of revenues and expenses dunng the reportmg period Although 

these estimates are based on the directors' best knowledge of current events and actions, 

actual results ultimately may differ from those estimates. 

(b) Interest Income and expense 

Interest Income and expense are recognised in the profit and loss account for all interest 

bearing Instruments on an accrual bas1s usmg the effect1ve yield method based on the 

actual purchase price. lnterestmcome includes coupons eamed on fixed income 

investment and tradmg securities and accrued discount and prem1um on treasury bills and 

other discounted instruments. When loans and advances become doubtful of collection, 

they are written down to lhe~r recoverable amounts and interest income is thereafter 

recognised based on the rate of interest that was used to discount the future cash flows 

for the purpose of measuring the recoverable amounl 

(c) Translation of foreign currencies 

Transactions in foreign currencies during the year are converted into Kenya Shillings at 

rates ruling at the transaction dates. Assets and li<~bililles at the balance sheet date 

which are expressed in foreign currencies cro translated Into Kenya Shillings at rates 

ruling at that date. The resulting differences from conversion and translation are dealt w1th 

in tho profit and loss account in the year in which they arise. 

(d) Investments in associates 


